SSB Newsletter March 2019
Dear members of the Swiss Society.
in the first event of the year, SSB and
STCC members listened over lunch to
interesting stories and adventures told
by Maria-Theresia Zwyssig, a Swiss
lady who came to Bangkok by bicycle.
In the center of the Get-Together of
January 2019 were Andreas Wanner
and Dominik Schuler. The two young
Swiss entrepreneurs are the owners of
Mister Loo, a company that offers
clean restrooms and state-of-the-art
refreshing facilities in SEA.
Then we travelled to the Wine Harvest
Festival in Khao Yai. I had the pleasure
to receive the group in my home for an
aperitif. They visited wineries and tasted their wines. The
trip ended with a visit of the Toscana valley. A trip into
the Thai-HiSo Thai world.…..
At our first "brain-food" event, we were entertained by
Dr. Marc Faber (Dr. Doom). He talked on the topic
"Where are we going, where have we been". He could
make complex situations clear for everyone and mixed it
with humorous enclosures. Close to 100 participants attended the highly stimulating lecture over lunch.
The last event of this Club year was the Get-Together
with our ambassador Ivo Sieber, telling us his experience
of the last 3 years and giving us an outlook. 50 Members
listened to our ambassador.
All these events could only happen with the help of active
members supporting the Committee.

A big thank you goes to our paparazzo John Hauenstein,
to Stefan Kuhn, our Jass Master, to Marc Werder, the
long-haul trip organizer, to Guido Riva supporting our
secretary and to Sacha Bürgi who offered his commitment for the next club year.
Now it's time to say good bye. We plan to move back to
Switzerland during 2020. However, we might return in a
couple of years.
New in Thailand, 2016 I applied to the Committee with
the motto – "While working, you too make new friends".
I am thankful to have many new friends in Bangkok now.
We started as small team and today we are 10 in the
Committee. And, as I already mentioned, some are now
in the queue to be elected during next year’s AGM and
especially I have successor. The number of members is
increasing, some recently registered are part of the
young generation.
I am very thankful to all my new friends, especially those
in the Committee. I thank for support from the embassy
– Ivo Sieber, Wilfried Schnider, STCC – Bruno Odermatt,
our Sponsors and supporters: Linus Knobel, Thomas and
René from Chesa, Eric Brand, Andy Rellstab and all the
members who attended our events.
I never had such a good feeling when handing over a position to a successor - my good friend Christian Brunner.
I wish that he will have as much joy and satisfaction as I
had.

Dear members of the Swiss Society,
while I know that other such societies
or clubs are currently struggling
against losing members, the SSB has
very recently got a proud number of
new registrations. This shows that the
society is popular and in good shape.
My predecessor did an excellent job,
indeed. That’s what everyone confirms, including the undersigned.
I believe that the reason for membership in the SSB is, at least in many
cases, the possibility to meet other
Swiss nationals, to increase one’s network and possibly find people with similar interests and
background. In the Committee we must see that the SSB
facilitates or provides opportunities for you to enlarge
your network.
The program with the monthly Get-Together meetings,
other events and company visits are apparently attractive to many members and shall be continued. However,
in this endeavor the president is not the main actor. All
members of the SSB shall feel free to propose topics for

brain food and events, and actively participate in their
realization.
With this in mind, I remember a famous sentence of US
President JF Kennedy’s inauguration speech in 1961,
which I can use for us here: “Do not ask what the SSB
can do for you, ask what you can do for the SSB”.

André Graber

Thank you.

Christian Brunner
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Our Events and Get-Togethers
January 15th: Maria Theresia Zwyssig
From the Kiental in the Berner Oberland to Bangkok by bicycle
She is sitting alone
on a bench, some 20
kilometers
from
Bangkok, and she is
sobbing. Maria Theresia Zwyssig, Thesi
as her friends call
her, uses the short
video clip she took
of herself to demonstrate to the audience, that cycling
around the world is
not the same as enjoying a beach vacation. It’s not even a vacation, she says, it’s a school of life,
a preparation for tough moments in life. Sitting there under a bridge completely exhausted and overheated from
a long day of bicycling in the hot Thai temperature, was
one of her dark moments on her trip. But in the end she
gathered her strength and with an act of will she got up
and moved on, cycle all the way to Bangkok, to the Arnoma Hotel.
There, 24 members of the SSB participated at a lunch
event on the 15th of January. Everyone was fascinated
by this courageous Swiss lady with her engaging stories
and experiences, all told in her Berner Oberland dialect.
"Thesi" started by telling us why she decided to travel the
world alone with her bicycle and she showed the absolute necessary items to
sleep and cook her
meals, all packed on her
bicycle. Together. 52 kilos, including the bike.
To have a dream and live
the dream. By doing this
she told us how she
found her passion and
her profession as a radio
journalist and traveler
which was not what she
originally had learned
and got licensed for: a
gardener. Conquering the large distances through foreign countries is a recipe for her to learn mastering her
life and finding solutions and ways how to reach her goal.
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Travelling alone by bicycle is not easy and it requires a lot
of courage. And Thesi
explained very precisely the benefits of it:
meetings
with
strangers who were
also fascinated by her,
the unforgettable memories of persons like
an old man in South
Korea who collected
stones and watched
attentively how they
dried after he showered them, and the
meeting with a retired
lonely Japanese lady
who became her new
friend. People she
would never have met
if she had staid home and people who shared an apple, a
tea or a story with her and became her moments of inspiration.
It became obvious for the participants at the Arnoma
how Maria Theresia’s journey became an important part
of her live, teaching her lessons of joy and perseverance.
It was motivating to hear of her small big problems (“do
not forget to cream the feet with sun blocker”), her way
to deal with fear, how she learned to observe and follow
her feelings and common sense, and most importantly,
how to use the power of her head (“80% is head, only
20% is body”).
I am glad and happy that I was
among the 24 persons who got
motivated to do things which
might not be part of the ordinary,
motivated to listen more attentively to my wishes and dreams
and to question which ones
should be tackled or thrown
overboard.
Continue to follow her tour
www.mariatheresia.ch Facebook
www.facebook.com/mariatheresia.enroute/

January 22nd: Get-Together - Mister Loo
Over 20 – mainly young members joined our
Get-Together to hear about the successful
startup company Mister Loo. Two young
Swiss, Andreas Wanner and Dominic
Schuler told us how they met when they
were working as investment banker for
UBS. They got bored about their shit-job
and developed the idea of an innovative
public toilet concept – from shit to shit…….
Mister Loo is an innovative public toilet concept from
Switzerland offering clean restrooms and stateof-the-art refreshing facilities to in-

ternational tourists and local travelers in a
safety environment at highly frequented
public locations like tourist attractions,
markets, beaches, pedestrian zones as well
as train, bus, and gas service stations in
Thailand and Vietnam.
Mister Loo wants to turn the uncomfortable process of visiting a public toilet facility
into an enjoyable
experience. You will
spend on average 3 years of
your life sitting on a toilet.
Consequently, make sure
that you do not waste your
time using public toilets but
rather use one of Mister
Loo’s premium toilets.

February 8th - 10th: Wine Harvest Festival in Khao Yai:
After a pleasant journey with one organization stop (coffee, smoking, etc.), we reached the Patravana Resort
http://www.patravana.com/ at 15:15h. There was
enough time for check into the Patra Suites (one room
furnished with sofa and TV, a small kitchen and a sleeping
room with balcony) before we went to the aperitive.
The aperitive was the first highlight of our tour. It took
place in the villa of the SSB president Andre Graber
where we were served a tasty rosé wine (winery Alcidini)
and exclusive appetizers from the Brasserie 9 (there were
even real tasty “Landjäger” (dried Swiss sausages). Andre
informed the 11 “wine students” about the development of the beautiful region that became
now a preferential residential area for the Thai
high society.
The first challenge took place in the vineyard PB
Valley
https://www.khaoyaiwinery.com/
where special wine knowledge was requested.
We were asked to judge two different white wines, two red wines and
one rosé wine. Questions came up like “does
the taste of raspberry, lemon or blackberry
not only remain in the nose but as well in the
palate”? All participants were very busy with
the demanding questionnaire. Then each
wine was explained in detail by the Sommelier and the owner told us the historical back-

ground of the vineyard,
founded in 1989 with 50
hectares of vine. The successful evening ended with
a nice dinner, offering 6
different Thai dishes and
accompanied by a small
wine festival including a
concert on the premises.
The second day started
with a hearty Thai breakfast. The journey to the next
vineyard was leading through
a beautiful landscape, on the
one hand typical Thai villages
and on the other hand we
saw pompous mansions and
luxurious condos. The scenery reminded me sometimes
to the Jura, the Provence and
the Piedmont – very worth
seeing. Though, I was astonished by the partly rather bad
roads within this high standard area. After a little detour
we reached the small and exclusive vineyard Alcidini
http://www.alcidini.com/.
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During the presentation and the degustation of the different wines, I noticed
the passion and the commitment of
the owner - Supot Krijpipudh - towards
the vines. He explained us in-depth the
various influences on the
quality of wine, e.g. the
weather, and he made
appropriate recommendations of wine to different meals. He started his
wine project as a hobby
in 2001 by planting Brazilian vines and upgrading them with French scions. In 2004 he produced his first wine. He
started to build up with his family the wine business in
2011. In addition to the SSB wine, they produce 10.000 –
15.000 bottles yearly on
20 hectares (planned expansion to 40 hectares).
The bottles are sold via
direct
distribution
throughout Thailand and
some specialized stores
in Bangkok. I was astonished by the price of the
bottles. Some are available as from THB 590 on.
My impression after the wine tour is, that all visits were
very interesting, but Alcidini was the top highlight. The
owner with its passion and dedication for details within
the perfect ambience was amazing.
We continued our tour and drove to the large vineyard
Granmonte Estate http://www.granmonte.com/ where
the yearly grape harvest and the grape festival took
place.
The couple Visooth and Sakuna Lohitnavy established the company in
1999. Since 2009 they produce
120.000 bottles per year on around
100 Rai.
My first impression was: are we at
the right place or are we at a motor
show with splendid classic cars? The
cars were not the only attraction
around this wine event. There were
portrait painters, visitors could produce their own soaps or drinks, etc. –
of course including wine degustation
“à discretion” during the whole afternoon and evening. Although this was
a major event with 300 participants,
we could feel the permanent pres-4-

ence of the entrepreneurial family. One of the daughters
gave us a very warm welcome, the wife was always
checking everything everywhere and all guests were

happy. At 5pm the owner and the second daughter welcomed the VIPs, among others the SSB, and all participants of the wine cutting competition. He gave final instruction to the participants of the competition like how
to cut the grape clusters without damaging the wines and
he reminded everybody not to smuggle any stones into
the baskets in order to optimize
the result of
weight.
Two-person
teams hat to cut
within
five
minutes as much
grape clusters as
possible.
The
winner team of
the day cut more
than 24kg. The
best Swiss result came from Isabelle and Rita with 17kg,
followed by Joerg and his wife Isabel with 16,8kg.
The paparazzo may comment with humoristic irony that
the owner offered not only an attractive but as well a
clever event. With an entering fee of THB 4.900 per person, the visitors worked on the vineyard
and then had a self-service dinner, sitting
on straw bales, eating out of plastic dishes.
But the offered outstanding food and the
noble wine was suppressing immediately
any odd feelings and we enjoyed the great
evening.
There is just one open question: In France
they call the sparkling wine Champagne, in
Italy Prosecco, in Germany Sekt and in
Spain Cava. How do they call it if “made in
Thailand”?
After a short drive back to the hotel with
very loud music, the eventful day ended
with a cozy bottle of wine before sleeping.

In spite of the previous day’s “stress”,
we met refreshed on Sunday morning
for the final day of the tour. Our president Andre smuggled the Swiss group
through two security checkpoints into
the
exclusive
Toscana
Valley
www.toscanavalley.com, pretending
that we were all potential investors.
Right after entering the security zone
we felt like in the middle of Tuscany.
Each building was perfectly replicated
from Italy, there was even a leaning
tower of Pisa, which will be used as a
hotel. We were welcomed in the clubhouse by the Sales Executive Miss
Kanyaran Ruchiphonchalitkul. She informed us about this very special project, e.g. the authentic reconstruction
of the harbor of Portofino and the
planned extension within the area of
2.500 Rai with around 600 accommodation units (simple condo for around
THB 10m up to exclusive villas). The inspection of one of the houses convinced with a successful design of 3 bedrooms, all with
bathroom, kitchen and livingroom with terrace, everything in excellent quality of premium materials. All this is
rather expensive. One house on 1 Rai of land without
pool costs around THB 50m, with additional management fees of THB 60.000 per year.

We found as well real Italian
charm on the Piazza with a
proper style Pasticceria, a
Vino Museo, Fiori and Cafeteria.
Finally we had a tasty lunch
in the Kirimaya Resort
http://www.kirimaya.com/.
With a stop for shopping and
gelati at the dairy home we
then returned to Bangkok,
where we arrived in the
early evening.

It was a very attractive SSB excursion in small but nice
company. Thanks go to the organizer Luca Sigg and Marc
Werder, supported by the SSB president.

February 21th: Dr. Marc Faber - Where are we going, where have we been?
Dr. Marc Faber, one of the
highest regarded investment
experts among the investor
community and publisher of
the widely read monthly investment newsletter “Gloom,
Boom & Doom report”, could
be convinced to hold a speech
for the Swiss Society Bangkok
and share his view on “Where
are we going, where have we
been?” Consequently, in cooperation with the Swiss Thai
Chamber of Commerce, the
Thai Austrian Society, the Thai
Deutsche Gesellschaft, the
Rotary Club of Bangkok DACH
and the Alumni Association of
Thai Students in Switzerland,
a pleasantly high number of
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private investors and economical interested visitors gathered
together on Thursday, 21st February 2019 at JW Marriot Hotel
in Bangkok to listen to Marc Faber’s explanations.
The audience currently reads
positive business news regarding long lasting bull markets and
never-ending
rising
asset
prices. Moreover, they read
about the historical low unemployment rates and how the
digitalization has significantly
reduced the transaction respec-

tively information costs and is therefore positively impacting the industries
globally. At the same time, they hear
the first cautionary voices indicating
that the current ultra-low yield environment, the debt build-ups with no
credit consequences and the expansionary monetary policy by central
banks cannot be a fertile ground of a
prosperous economic growth.
Therefore, the audience was keen to
understand if the headwinds on asset
prices during the last months of 2018
and beginning of 2019 are just a brief
correction in an ongoing bull market or
the beginning of a long-term asset
price downturn. While joining a delicious menu prepared by the team of
JW Marriott Hotel under its General
Manager Peter Caprez with a first
course served in the form of a Grisone
style barley soup (i.e. a “Bündner Gerstensuppe”) from the home region of
Peter Caprez and in honor of Marc
Faber’s Swiss roots, the visitors wanted
in particular to understand how these
movements will impact the future
global economy and what are the
consequences for them as a private
investor.
Marc Faber succeeded to meet the
high expectations and presented his view on the current
economic market conditions in his distinctive, contrarian
but extremely informative and at the same time very
entertaining way which caused several laughs among the
audience during his almost 60 minutes speech.
On global level, he provided impressive evidences on
how global economic power will shift from the G7 countries to the emerging economies and
how China, but also India in the future,
will play a major role in global trade. Furthermore, he underpinned how the Millennials for the first time in history will
earn less in real terms than previous generations and how the wealth inequality
will continuously growth leading to enormous social pressure as well as social
conflicts where governments may struggle to solve them in the future.
In addition, he explained China’s One
Belt One Road Project and how these sig-
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nificant infrastructure investments offer great opportunities for the various economies in the Asian region as
several transport systems will connect the different commercial zones into one trading area.
Related to asset allocation and linked with the developments explained, Marc Farber indicated that investors
should rather focus on more defensive industries like
consumer staples or food instead of focusing on equities
from companies with the highest market capitalization
where it is questionable if the
companies may be able to deliver
the high returns expected by the
investors. Moreover, investors
should consider underweighting
US stocks and investing into Asian
and European stocks and properties instead. To conclude, he highlighted how diversification among
different asset classes is key to
protect the personal portfolio
during such unstable economic,
social and geopolitical conditions.
The event got completed with a
Q&A session where the audience could ask their remaining questions before leaving the room with a much better understanding on how they can earn money even
during such disruptive market conditions.

February 26th: Get-Together with Ivo Sieber
3 Years Ambassador in Thailand, Outlook and Review
More than 50 participants registered
for this event, including honorary
member, Mrs. Rita Müller. This
certainly is a special tribute to the
present Ambassador and a challenge
for the Chesa Swiss Cuisine under the
supervision of Thomas Novak and
Rene Kuhn.
Ivo Sieber informed about his work in
a captivating, entertaining, interesting
and informative manner. His speech
also was an early farewell in anticipation of his forthcoming transfer later this year. In around six months’ time, he
will leave Bangkok to take up his final professional assignment in Hanoi before retirement.
His responsibilities as Ambassador in Bangkok comprised
the promotion and safeguarding of Switzerland’s
political, economy, cultural and consular interests in
Thailand, all in cooperation with the relevant Thai
authorities and numerous other partners in the country.
An additional task of the Swiss Embassy is the support of
the Swiss nationals living in Thailand or visiting the country. Its principal partners in this endeavor are the various
Swiss clubs, the Swiss school in Bangkok and the SwissThai Chamber of Commerce. By participating whenever
possible in their activities, Ivo Sieber
underlined that he
would not want to
miss the wide range
of contacts and experiences this engagement afforded
him.
Apart from Thailand,
Ivo Sieber is also accredited as Swiss
Ambassador
to
Cambodia and Laos.
Moreover, the Swiss
Embassy in Bangkok
acts as the Regional
Consular
Center
providing consular
services also to the
Swiss in Malaysia
and Myanmar.

With regard to its official presence in Laos and Cambodia,
Switzerland is represented with offices of the Swiss
Agency for Development and Cooperation in Vientiane
and in Phnom Penh. In both countries, it focuses its development activities on “food security and poverty reduction”, “technical and vocational education and training”, as well as on “democratic governance and decentralization”.
Moreover, the Swiss Embassy in Bangkok also engages in the promotion of
trade and business, cultural exchanges and the
support of the Swiss communities in these two
countries.
Having worked at the Swiss
Embassy of Bangkok as
deputy head of mission
from 1994 – 1998, Ivo
Sieber summarized the audience’s question on the
differences between then
and his current experience
as follows:
-

The hospitality and the
helpfulness of Thai people in the “land of smiles” remains unchanged.

-

Over the course of the past 20 years, Thailand clearly
improved its infrastructure and economic productivity, which is appreciated by many Swiss companies
present in the country.

-

The services provided by the Embassy have grown
substantially. Currently around 10’000 Swiss citizens
are registered with it. With an estimated additional
5’000-10’000 Swiss nationals living in Thailand that
are not registered with the Embassy and an average
of 5’000 – 6’000 Swiss travelers visiting Thailand per
day, the total number of Swiss nationals falling under
the Embassy’s responsibility amounts to around
20’000 to 25’000.

-

In comparison, according to the Thai Embassy in Bern,
around 30’000 Thai citizens live in Switzerland.

-

The demise of King Bhumibol Adulyadej was a profound experience for Ivo Sieber. After 70 years as
Thailand’s monarch, the passing of this outstanding
personality on 13 October 2016 ended an extraordinary period for the country and its people. The late
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King’s commitment
to Thailand and the
Thai
population
was unique and his
legacy will undoubtedly
guide
the future generations in the
country.
-

Ivo Sieber is confident that after
the elections on 24 March, the negotiations for a Free Trade Agreement (FTA) between Thailand and
the European Free Trade Association EFTA (Switzerland, Norway, Liechtenstein and Island) will resume. These negotiations were initially
launched in 2004. However, as a result of the military
coups taking place in 2006 and again in 2014, the negotiations were twice interrupted. With Switzerland
regularly placed as one of Thailand’s top three European trading partners, the conclusion of an FTA has
the potential to provide an important boost to SwissThai trade and economic relations.

Following his speech, Ivo Sieber answered various questions underlining his insights and experience.
Concluding the official part of the evening, the SSB President presented the Ambassador with a voucher for a
dinner at “Brasserie 9”, courtesy of Linus A.E. Knobel. Expressing his thanks for this gesture, Ivo Sieber mused

that he will discuss
with
his
wife
whether
they
should redeem this
voucher
before
their transfer to Hanoi or to use it as a
pretext to return to
Bangkok for a visit.
As part of the discussion of the Embassy’s activities,
numerous participants of the event mentioned the commitment of Counsel Wilfried Schnider and the excellent job he did for the
Swiss Society. After five years in Bangkok as Consul and
operations manager, Wilfried Schnider is also leaving the
Swiss Embassy to take up a new assignment in Moscow.
The successful event concluded with a delicious dinner
prepared by the talented staff of “Chesa”: beef broth
with pancake strips, sliced veal Zurich style with roesti,
and caramel custard as dessert, all accompanied by a
lively conversation about the interesting speech.
Special thanks to the organizer Andre Graber and to the
Chesa kitchen crew.

Upcoming Events
March 29th

Get-Together in Pattaya

rd

Get-Together with Mathias Greger, Vice-President of DKSH

th

April 27

Jass Tournament

August

National Day

April 23

November
December 8

Raclette
th

Christmas Brunch

You find the latest news on www.ssb.or.th and Facebook Swiss Society Bangkok
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